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Erratum 
Spectrometrically monitored selection experiments: quantitative laser desorption mass 
spectrometry of small chemical libraries 
Kurt Berlin, Rishi K Jain, Charles Tetzlaff, Christoph Steinbeck and Clemens Richert 
Chemistry & Biology January 1997,4:63-77 
Errors were inadvertantly introduced into Figures 2 and 3 of this paper. 
The figures are correctly reprinted below. 
Figure 2 
(a) 
Library I RI-R, = -Cl, -CO,CHs, -Et, -F, -Ph 
Library II RI-R, = -CFs, -Et, -OH, -Ph 
(b) 
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Structural formulae of (a) tetraphenylporphyrin libraries, (b) porphyrin acids and (c) peptide-DNA hybrids employed in this work. 
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Figure 3 
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Mass spectrum of Library I. Top spectrum, 
predicted isotopically-resolved mass spectrum 
of Library I generated with the computer 
program MASP and bottom spectrum, 
experimental MALDI-TOF mass spectrum of 
Library I. This library contains 70 non-isobaric 
compounds, each of which is producing a set 
of isotope peaks. Peak intensity deviations 
from the predicted spectrum (top) are due to 
different reactivities of building blocks used in 
the combinatorial synthesis. 
